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Abstract

Statistical phylogenetic models have allowed
the quantitative analysis of the evolution of a
single categorical feature and a pair of binary
features, but correlated evolution involving
multiple discrete features is yet to be explored.
Here we propose latent representation-based
analysis in which (1) a sequence of discrete
surface features is projected to a sequence of
independent binary variables and (2) phylo-
genetic inference is performed on the latent
space. In the experiments, we analyze the fea-
tures of linguistic typology, with a special fo-
cus on the order of subject, object and verb.
Our analysis suggests that languages sharing
the same word order are not necessarily a co-
herent group but exhibit varying degrees of di-
achronic stability depending on other features.

1 Introduction

Research on structural properties (typological fea-
tures) of language, such as the order of subject, ob-
ject and verb (examples are SOV and SVO) and the
presence or absence of tone, is largely synchronic
in nature. Since languages of the world exhibit
an astonishing diversity, the sample of languages
used in a typical typological study is selected from
a diverse set of language families and from vari-
ous geographical regions. Not surprisingly, most
of them lack historical documentation that allows
us to directly trace their evolutionary history.

At the same time, however, typologists have
long struggled to dynamicize synchronic typol-
ogy, or to infer diachronic universals of change
from current cross-linguistic variation (Green-
berg, 1978; Nichols, 1992; Maslova, 2000; Bickel,
2013). They have also tried to uncover deep histor-
ical relations between languages (Nichols, 1992).

One of the main developments in diachronic ty-
pology in the last decade has been the applica-
tion of powerful statistical tools borrowed from the
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Figure 1: Phylogenetic comparative methods. Each
node denotes a language with its state, or the value
of its feature, indicated by color. (a) The task set-
tings. A tree and the states of the leaf nodes are ob-
served. The states of the internal nodes are latent
variables to be inferred. (b) A result of inference.
The cross sign on the branch indicates a change of
the state.

field of evolutionary biology (Dediu, 2010; Green-
hill et al., 2010; Dunn et al., 2011; Maurits and
Griffiths, 2014; Greenhill et al., 2017). As illus-
trated in Figure 1, the key idea is that if a phy-
logenetic tree is given, we can infer the ances-
tral states with varying degrees of confidence, and
by extension, can induce diachronic universals of
change. To perform statistical inference, we as-
sume that each feature evolves along the branches
of the tree according to a continuous-time Markov
chain (CTMC) model, which is controlled by a
transition rate matrix (TRM). Once TRMs are es-
timated, we can gain insights from them, for ex-
ample, by simulating language evolution (Maurits
and Griffiths, 2014).

One problem in previous studies is that they do
not adequately model a characteristic of typolog-
ical features that has been central to linguistic ty-
pology, that is, the fact that these features are not
independent but depend on each other (Greenberg,
1963; Daumé III and Campbell, 2007). For ex-
ample, if a language takes a verb before an ob-
ject (VO), then it takes postnominal relative clauses
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Figure 2: Overview of our framework. Observed
and latent variables are marked in gray and white,
respectively.

(NRel) (VO → NRel, in shorthand), and a re-
lated universal, RelN → OV, also holds (Dryer,
2011). Despite the long-standing interest in inter-
feature dependencies, most statistical models as-
sume independence between features (Daumé III,
2009; Dediu, 2010; Greenhill et al., 2010, 2017;
Murawaki, 2016; Murawaki and Yamauchi, 2018).
A rare exception is Dunn et al. (2011), who ex-
tended Greenberg’s idea by applying a phyloge-
netic model of correlated evolution (Pagel and
Meade, 2006). However, the model adopted by
Dunn et al. (2011) can only handle the dependency
between a pair of binary features. Typological fea-
tures have two or more possible values in general,
and more importantly, the dependencies between
features are not limited to a pair (Itoh and Ueda,
2004). For example, the order of relative clauses
has connections to the order of adjective and noun
(AdjN or NAdj), in addition to the order of object
and verb, as two universals, RelN → AdjN and
NAdj → NRel, are known to hold well (Dryer,
2011).

In this paper, we propose latent representation-
based analysis of diachronic typology. Figure 2
shows an overview of our framework. Follow-

ing Murawaki (2017), we assume that a sequence
of discrete surface features that represents a lan-
guage is generated from a sequence of binary la-
tent variables called parameters (Step 1). Pa-
rameters are, by assumption, independent of each
other and switching one parameter entails multi-
ple changes of surface features in general. Thus,
by performing phylogenetic inference on the la-
tent space, we can handle the dependencies of all
available features in an implicit manner (Step 2).
The latent parameter representation can be pro-
jected back to the surface feature representation
when needed for analysis. Like Maurits and Grif-
fiths (2014), we run simulation experiments to in-
terpret the estimated model parameters (Step 3).

What we propose is a general framework with
which we can analyze any discrete feature, but as a
proof-of-concept demonstration, we follow Mau-
rits and Griffiths (2014) in focusing on the order of
subject, object and verb (hereafter simply referred
to as basic word order or BWO).1 In the dataset
we use, the BWO feature has 7 possible values,
6 logically possible orders plus the special value
No dominant order (Dryer, 2013b), mean-
ing that it cannot be analyzed directly with Dunn
et al.’s model. We show that languages sharing
the same word order are not a coherent group but
exhibit varying degrees of diachronic stability de-
pending on other features.

2 Related Work

2.1 Statistical Diachronic Typology

The building block of statistical phylogenetic
models2 is a time-tree, which places nodes on an
axis of time. In their standard applications to
language (Gray and Atkinson, 2003; Bouckaert
et al., 2012), time-trees are inferred from cognate

1 We chose the BWO feature because it is appealing to a
wider audience. We are aware that Matthew S. Dryer, who
provided language data for the BWO feature, favors binary
classifications (OV vs. VO and SV vs. VS) over the six-way
classification (Dryer, 1997, 2013a). He argues that the binary
classifications are more fundamental than the six-way clas-
sification, but our latent representation-based analysis does
not require feature values to be primitive in nature because it
reorganizes feature values into various latent parameters.

2 Statistical phylogenetic models can be either distance-
based and character-based. Character-based models are clas-
sified into parsimony-based and likelihood-based. In this pa-
per, we focus on likelihood-based Bayesian models for their
ability to date internal nodes. However, it is worth noting that
attempts to overcome the limitations of the tree model mostly
rely on non-likelihood-based models (Nakhleh et al., 2005;
Nelson-Sathi et al., 2010).



Dep. # of language families Tree sources Dating Abs.
Dediu (2010) single 1 experts yes no
Greenhill et al. (2010) single 1 cognates no yes
Maurits and Griffiths (2014) single 1 or 7 combined other no yes
Dunn et al. (2011) bin. pair 1 cognates no yes
Ours all 309 incl. 154 isolates experts yes yes

Table 1: A comparison of time-tree-based approaches to diachronic typology. (1) Feature dependencies
modeled: independent (single), a pair of binary features (bin. pair) or all dependencies considered (all).
(2) The number of language families (i.e., trees) used for each run of phylogenetic inference. (3) The
sources of the trees used in inference: tree topologies established by historical linguists (experts), time-
trees reconstructed by phylogenetic models using cognate data (cognates), or time-trees obtained by
distance-based clustering based on geographical coordinates or others (other). (4) Whether the dates of
internal nodes are inferred (yes) or given a priori (no). (5) Whether absolute dates are obtained. If no,
only dates relative to the root node are inferred.

data (Dyen et al., 1992; Greenhill et al., 2008).3

However, if a tree is given a priori, phylogenetic
models can also be used to estimate the parameters
of a TRM, which controls how languages change
their feature values over time. This is how typo-
logical features are analyzed in previous studies.

Dediu (2010) aggregated TRMs taken from var-
ious families to measure the stability of features.
Greenhill et al. (2010) compared typological data
with cognate data in terms of stability. Maurits
and Griffiths (2014) focused on the BWO feature
and analyzed how it had changed in the past and
was likely to change in the future. Dunn et al.
(2011) estimated TRMs for pairs of binary fea-
tures and found that perceived correlated evolution
was mostly lineage-specific rather than universal.

Taking a closer look at these studies, we can see
that they vary as to how to prepare trees, as sum-
marized in Table 1. Leaf nodes are assumed to
be at the present date t = 0, but how can we as-
sign backward dates t to internal nodes? A pop-
ular approach (Greenhill et al., 2010; Dunn et al.,
2011) is to construct a time-tree with absolute (cal-
endar) dates, using binary-coded lexical cognate
data, and then to fit each trait of interest indepen-
dently on the time-tree.4

However, cognate data are available only for
a handful of language families such as Indo-
European, Austronesian and Niger-Congo (or its
mammoth Bantu branch). Moreover, phylogenetic

3 See Pereltsvaig and Lewis (2015) for a criticism of
computational approaches to historical linguistics and Chang
et al. (2015) for an elegant solution to a set of problems com-
monly found in inferred time-trees.

4To be precise, a set of tree samples given by MCMC sam-
pling is usually employed to account for uncertainty.

inference was performed separately one after the
other. This marks a sharp contrast with the long
tradition of testing against a worldwide sample. In
fact, it is suggested that sample diversity and ag-
gregate time depth are not large enough to draw
meaningful conclusions (Croft et al., 2011; Levy
and Daumé III, 2011).

For this reason, we take another approach,
which was employed by Dediu (2010). He used
language families established by historical lin-
guists. Because such tree topologies are not as-
sociated with dates, he inferred the dates of in-
ternal nodes together with the states of internal
nodes and TRMs. This was possible because he
jointly fitted a sequence of traits, instead of fitting
each trait independently. If multiple traits are com-
bined, they provide considerable information on a
branch length, or the time elapsing from a parent
to a child, because the elapsed time is roughly in-
versely proportional to the similarity between the
two nodes.5

Our approach differs from Dediu’s mainly in
two points. First, whereas Dediu (2010) per-
formed posterior inference separately for each lan-
guage family, we tie a single set of TRMs to all
available language families. Second, Dediu (2010)
only inferred relative dates because he did not
perform calibration (Drummond and Bouckaert,
2015). In order to assign calendar dates to nodes,
we use multiple calibration points (the clock in
Figure 2 indicates a calibration point). As is com-

5 Although some previous studies adopted relaxed clock
models, in which different branches have different rates of
evolution (Drummond and Bouckaert, 2015), we use the sim-
ple strict clock model because our calibration points are not
large enough in number to harness the very flexible models.



monly done in the cognate-based reconstruction
of a time-tree (Bouckaert et al., 2012), we set the
Gaussian, Gaussian mixture, log-normal and uni-
form distributions as priors on the dates of the cor-
responding internal nodes.

2.2 Latent Representations of Languages
While previous studies analyzed the evolution of a
single categorical feature (Dediu, 2010; Greenhill
et al., 2010; Maurits and Griffiths, 2014) or a pair
of binary features (Dunn et al., 2011), we capture
the dependencies of all available features by map-
ping each language to a sequence of independent
latent variables. To our knowledge, Murawaki
(2015) was the first to introduce latent representa-
tions to typological features. Pointing out several
critical problems, however, Murawaki (2017) su-
perseded the earlier model. The present study is
built on top of a slightly modified version of the
Bayesian model presented by Murawaki (2017).

Like the present study, Murawaki (2015) per-
formed phylogenetic inference on the latent space.
However, since this model lacks the notion of
time, it does not have descriptive power beyond
clustering. Borrowing statistical models from the
field of evolutionary biology, we perform time-
aware inference.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Latent Representations of Languages
Central to our framework of diachronic analysis
are the latent representations of languages (Mu-
rawaki, 2017). Each language l is represented
as a sequence of N discrete features xl,∗ =
(xl,1, · · · , xl,N ) ∈ NN0 . xl,n can take a binary
value (xl,n ∈ {0, 1}) or categorical value (xl,n ∈
{1, 2, · · · , Fn}, where Fn is the number of dis-
tinct values). We assume that xl,∗ is stochastically
generated from its latent representation, zl,∗ =
(zl,1, · · · , zl,K) ∈ {0, 1}K , where K is the num-
ber of binary parameters, which is given a priori.

Dependencies between surface features are cap-
tured by weight matrix W ∈ RK×M . M will be
described below. In the generative story, we first
calculate feature score vector θ̃l,∗ = (zTl,∗W )T ∈
RM . We then obtain model parameter vector
θl,∗ ∈ (0, 1)M by normalizing θ̃l,∗ for each feature
type n. We use the sigmoid function for binary
features,

θl,f(n,1) =
1

1 + exp(−θ̃l,f(n,1))
, (1)

and the softmax function for categorical features,

θl,f(n,i) =
exp(θ̃l,f(n,i))∑Fn
i′=1 exp(θ̃l,f(n,i′))

. (2)

Note that while a binary feature corresponds to
one model parameter, categorical feature n is
tied to Fn model parameters. We use func-
tion f(n, i) ∈ {1, · · · ,m, · · · ,M} to map fea-
ture n to the corresponding model parameter in-
dex. Finally, we draw a binary feature from
Bernoulli(θl,f(n,1)), and a categorical feature
from Categorical(θl,f(n,1), · · · , θl,f(n,Fn)).

To gain an insight into how W captures inter-
feature dependencies, suppose that for parameter
k, a certain group of languages take zl,k = 1. If
two categorical feature values (n1, i1) and (n2, i2)
have large positive weights (i.e., wk,f(n1,i1) > 0
and wk,f(n2,i2) > 0), then the pair must often co-
occur in these languages because W raises both
θl,f(n1,i1) and θl,f(n2,i2). Likewise, the fact that
two feature values do not co-occur can be encoded
as a positive weight for one value and a negative
weight for the other.

The remaining question is how zl,k is generated.
We draw z∗,k = (z1,k, · · · , zL,k) from an autolo-
gistic model (Besag, 1974) that incorporates the
observation that phylogenetically or areally close
languages tend to take the same value.

To complete the generative story, letX andZ be
the matrices of languages in the surface and latent
representations, respectively, and let A be a set of
latent variables controllingK autologistic models.
The joint distribution is defined as

P (A,Z,W,X)=P (A)P (Z|A)P (W )P (X|Z,W ),

where hyperparameters are omitted for brevity.
For prior probabilities P (A) and P (W ), please re-
fer to Murawaki (2017).

Even if less than 30% of the items of X are
present, this model has been demonstrated to re-
cover missing values reasonably well. Also, when
plotted on a world map, some parameters appear to
retain phylogenetic and areal signals observed for
surface features, indicating that they are not mere
statistical artifacts (Murawaki, 2017).

3.2 Transition Rate Matrices (TRMs)

We assume that each parameter k independently
evolves along the branches of trees according
to a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC)



model (Drummond and Bouckaert, 2015). The
CTMC is a continuous extension to the more fa-
miliar discrete-time Markov chain. It is is con-
trolled by a TRMQk. If the number of states (pos-
sible values) is 2, then Qk is a 2× 2 matrix:

Qk =

(
−αk αk
βk −βk

)
.

We set Gamma priors on αk, βk > 0.
Qk can be used to calculate the transition prob-

ability, or the probability of language l taking
value b for parameter k conditioned on l’s parent
π(l) and t, the time span between the two:

P (zl,k = b|zπ(l),k = a, t) = exp(tQk)a,b. (3)

The matrix exponential exp(tQk) can be solved
analytically if Qk is a 2× 2 matrix:

exp(tQk)=

(
βk+αke

−(αk+βk)t

αk+βk
αk−αke−(αk+βk)t

αk+βk
βk−βke−(αk+βk)t

αk+βk

αk+βke
−(αk+βk)t

αk+βk

)
.

As t approaches to infinity, we obtain the station-
ary probability ( βk

αk+βk
, αk
αk+βk

)T. We can see that
αk and βk control both the speed of change (the
larger the higher) and the stationary distribution.

A root node has no parent by definition. We
draw the state of a root node from the stationary
distribution. Thus, language isolates do have im-
pact on posterior inference of TRMs.

3.3 Posterior Inference of Time-trees
To estimate TRMs, we need to specify the gen-
erative model of time-trees and an inference al-
gorithm. In the generative story, each tree topol-
ogy is drawn from some uniform distribution. The
dates of its nodes are determined next. If the node
in question is not a calibration point, its date is
drawn from some uniform distribution, subject to
the ancestral ordering constraint: a node must be
older than its descendants. If the node is a calibra-
tion point, its date is drawn from the correspond-
ing prior distribution.6 TRM parameters, αk and
βk, are generated from Gamma priors. For the root
node, the value of parameter k is drawn from the
corresponding stationary distribution. The states
of the non-root nodes are generated using Eq. (3).

Given tree topologies, the states of the leaf
nodes and calibration points, we need to infer

6This model is slightly leaky because some priors (e.g.,
Gaussian) assign non-zero probabilities to illogical time-trees
that violate the ancestral ordering constraint.

(1) the dates of the internal nodes, (2) the states
of the internal nodes, and (3) TRM parameters, αk
and βk, for each latent parameter k. Gibbs sam-
pling updates of these variables are as follows:

Update dates We update the dates of the inter-
nal nodes one by one. The time span in which
the target node can move is bound by its parent (if
there is) and its eldest child. We use slice sam-
pling (Neal, 2003) to update the date. In addition,
we use a Metropolis-Hastings operator that multi-
plies the dates of all the internal nodes of a tree by
a rate drawn from a log-normal distribution.

Update states For each parameter k, we block-
sample a whole given tree. Specifically, we
implement a Bayesian version of Felsenstein’s
tree-pruning algorithm, which is akin to the for-
ward filtering-backward sampling algorithm for
Bayesian hidden Markov models.

Update αk and βk We jointly sample αk and βk
for each k. Since both the transition and station-
ary probabilities can be obtained analytically for
binary traits, we use Hamiltonian Monte Carlo to
exploit gradient information (Neal, 2011).

3.4 Three-Step Analysis

Now we are ready to elaborate on the proposed
framework of diachronic analysis (Figure 2).

Step 1 We map each language, represented as a
sequence of N discrete surface features, to a se-
quence of K binary latent parameters. Let feature
matrix X be decomposed into observed and miss-
ing portions, Xobs and Xmis, respectively. Given
Xobs, we use Gibbs sampling to infer A, param-
eter matrix Z, weight matrix W , and Xmis (Mu-
rawaki, 2017).7

In the present study, we set K = 100. We run
5 independent MCMC chains. For each chain, we
start with 1,000 burn-in iterations. We then ob-
tain 10 samples with an interval of 10 iterations.
Note that after burn-in iterations, we fix W and
only sample A, Z, and Xmis to avoid the identifi-
ability problems (e.g., label-switching). For each
item of Z and Xmis, we output the most frequent
value among the 10 samples. We do this to reduce
uncertainty.

7 We employ a slightly modified Metropolis-Hastings op-
erator to improve the mobility of Z.



Step 2 We fit a set of K TRMs on family trees
around the world. Formally, what are observed are
tree topologies, the states of the leaf nodes (i.e.,
sequences of latent parameters), and multiple cali-
bration points. Given these, we infer TRM param-
eters, αk and βk, for each latent parameter k, as
well as the dates and states of the internal nodes.
We, again, use Gibbs sampling as explained in
Section 3.3.

We collect 10 samples with an interval of 10 it-
erations after 1,000 burn-in iterations. We do this
for each of the 5 samples obtained in Step 1. As a
result, we obtain 50 samples in total.

Step 3 We analyze the TRMs by simulating lan-
guage evolution. Given the latent representation of
language l, we stochastically generate its descen-
dant l′ after some time span t. Specifically, we
draw zl′,k according to the transition probability of
Eq. (3) for each parameter k. Using weight matrix
W , we then project the latent representation zl′,∗
back to the surface representation xl′,∗. To be pre-
cise, we use model parameter vector θl′,∗, instead
of xl′,∗, for further analysis. For each of the 50
samples obtained in Step 2, we simulate the evolu-
tion of a given language 100 times (5,000 samples
in total).

4 Experiments

4.1 Data and Preprocessing

The database of typological features we used is
the online edition8 of the World Atlas of Language
Structures (WALS) (Haspelmath et al., 2005). We
preprocessed the database as was done in Mu-
rawaki (2017), with different thresholds. As a re-
sult, we obtained a language–feature matrix con-
sisting of L = 2,607 languages and N = 152
features. Only 19.98% of items in the matrix were
present. We manually classified features into bi-
nary and categorical ones. The number of model
parameters, M , was 760.

We used Glottolog 3.2 (Hammarström et al.,
2018) as the source of family trees. Glottolog has
three advantages over Ethnologue (Lewis et al.,
2014), another commonly-used catalog of the
world’s languages. (1) Glottolog makes explicit
that it adopts a genealogical classification, rather
than hierarchical clusterings of modern languages.
(2) It reflects more recent research. (3) Map-
ping between Glottolog and WALS is easy be-

8http://wals.info/

cause WALS provides Glottolog’s language codes
(glottocodes) when available.

After Step 1 of Section 3.4, we dropped lan-
guages from WALS that could not be mapped to
Glottolog. As a result, 2,557 languages remained.
We subdivided a Glottolog node if multiple lan-
guages from WALS shared the same glottocode.
We removed leaf nodes that were not present in
WALS and repeatedly dropped internal nodes that
had only one child. We obtained 309 language
families among which 154 had only one node (i.e.,
language isolates).

We collected 50 calibration points from sec-
ondary literature (Holman et al., 2011; Bouckaert
et al., 2012; Gray et al., 2009; Maurits and Grif-
fiths, 2014; Grollemund et al., 2015). For exam-
ple, we set a Gaussian prior with mean 2,500 BP
(before present) and standard deviation 500 on the
date of (Proto-)Hmong-Mien. See Table S.1 of the
supplementary materials for details. Our calibra-
tion points are by no means definitive or exhaus-
tive but should be seen as a first step toward world-
scale dating.

4.2 Case Study: Basic Word Order (BWO)

As a proof-of-concept demonstration of the pro-
posed framework, we investigate the BWO fea-
ture, or WALS’s Feature 81A (Dryer, 2013b). The
cross-linguistic variation of BWO attracts atten-
tion not only from typologists but from psycholin-
guists (see Maurits and Griffiths (2014) for a brief
review). Some claim that the fact that SOV is the
most frequent order indicates its optimality, pre-
sumably in terms of functionality. Some others
point to an apparent historical trend of SOV chang-
ing to SVO, but not vice versa (Gell-Mann and
Ruhlen, 2011), which might imply (1) the func-
tional superiority of SVO over SOV and (2) an even
higher prevalence of SOV in the past. SOV prefer-
ences in emerging sign languages (Sandler et al.,
2005) and in elicited pantomime (Goldin-Meadow
et al., 2008) are also reported.

Maurits and Griffiths (2014) fitted a 6×6 TRM9

on large language families. However, we sus-
pect that singling out BWO is oversimplification.
Given its profound effect on the whole grammati-
cal system, a BWO change can hardly occur inde-
pendently of other features. In fact, Mithun (1995)
lists a variety of morphological factors that have

9The special value No dominant order was re-
moved in their experiments.

http://wals.info/
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Figure 3: Transition probability of BWO. An item
of the matrix (a, b) indicates how probable a lan-
guage with word order a will take word order b
after 2,000 years. Note that this covers the sce-
nario in which the language switches to another
word order c before changing to b.

diachronically reduced the rigidity of SOV order
in Native American languages. Her analysis sug-
gests that languages sharing the same word order
might not be a monolithic group.

Here, we use latent representation-based anal-
ysis to answer questions: how variable language
sharing the same BWO are with respect to di-
achronic stability, and what kind of features are
correlated with BWO stability?

4.3 Variability of Diachronic Stability

Among the 2,557 modern languages, we chose
1,357 languages for which the BWO feature was
present. We simulated evolution with t = 2,000,
as described in Section 3.4. Let n be the index
of the BWO feature. For the 5,000 samples of
each simulated language l′, we averaged the BWO
probability vectors, θl′,f(n,1), · · · , θl′,f(n,Fn).

Before going into inter-language variability, let
us take a look at the overall trend. We took the
average of the BWO probability vectors for each
word order. The result is shown in Figure 3. Our
findings largely agree with those of Maurits and
Griffiths (2014): (1) SOV is the most diachroni-
cally stable word order, which is followed by SVO,
(2) SOV prefers changing to SVO over VSO (al-
though hardly visually recognizable), and (3) VSO
is more likely to change to SVO than to SOV, just
to name a few.

Next, the variability is visualized in Figure 4.
We can see that languages sharing the same word
order differ considerably in terms of diachronic

SOV

SVO

VSO

VOS

OVS

OSV

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

No dominant order

Figure 4: Variability in the probability of keep-
ing the same word order. For word order i, the
x-axis indicates the average of θl′,f(n,i), the proba-
bility of taking word order i after 2,000 years. The
y-axis indicates the relative frequency of the cor-
responding probability among the languages with
word order i. Kernel density estimation is used for
smoothing. The pulse in each box shows the corre-
sponding probability estimated by directly fitting
the 7× 7 TRM of the surface feature.

stability. For comparison, we fitted the 7×7 TRM
of the BWO feature on the samples of time-trees
obtained in Step 2 of Section 3.4. For SOV and
SVO, the probabilities based on the surface fea-
ture pointed to the modal probabilities based on
the latent representations. This is somewhat sur-
prising because we anticipated that the combina-
tion of the stochastic surface-to-latent and latent-
to-surface mappings would amplify uncertainty of
estimation.

The two least common word orders, OVS
(0.8%) and OSV (0.3%) exhibited huge gaps be-
tween the two types of probabilities. The proba-
bilities based on the surface feature were consis-
tently larger (i.e., more stable). Surface feature-
based estimation had no other way to explain the
presence of these uncommon word orders than
slowing down the convergence to the stationary
distribution (otherwise they go extinct). Maurits
and Griffiths (2014) also reported some counter-
intuitive results regarding OVS and OSV. By con-
trast, latent parameter-based estimation appears to
have explained the low frequencies partly with
the stochasticity of observation associated with the
latent-to-surface mapping.

Now we attempt to explain the variability of di-
achronic stability. Although we have all model pa-
rameters in hand, it is not easy to manually ana-



Weight Explanatory variable (feature: value)
0.01527 59A Possessive Classification: More than

five classes
0.01297 90A Order of Relative Clause and Noun:

Relative clause-Noun
0.01138 85A Order of Adposition and Noun Phrase:

Postpositions
0.00998 94A Order of Adverbial Subordinator and

Clause: Final subordinator word
0.00889 51A Position of Case Affixes: Case suffixes

−0.02507 93A Position of Interrogative Phrases in
Content Questions: Initial interrogative
phrase

−0.02576 26A Prefixing vs. Suffixing in Inflectional
Morphology: Weakly prefixing

−0.02738 143E Preverbal Negative Morphemes:
NegV

−0.03169 85A Order of Adposition and Noun Phrase:
Inpositions

−0.08360 85A Order of Adposition and Noun Phrase:
No dominant order

Table 2: Regression analysis of variability for SOV.
10 among 94 variables are shown.

lyze their complex dependencies. The approach
we adopt in the present study is to let a sim-
pler model explain the model’s complex behav-
ior. Specifically, we used linear regression with
L1 regularization (i.e., lasso). The hyperparameter
was tuned using 3-fold cross-validation. For each
word order i, the target variable was the average
of θl′,f(n,i) while explanatory variables were the
current surface features, xl,1, · · · , xl,N . For bet-
ter interpretability, we excluded from explanatory
variables surface features that trivially depended
on the BWO feature (Takamura et al., 2016). Note
that missing values were imputed in Step 1 of Sec-
tion 3.4.

Tables 2 and 3 show the results of regres-
sion analysis for SOV and SVO languages, respec-
tively. As expected, feature values typically asso-
ciated with the specified word order had positive
weights while negative weights indicate inconsis-
tency. A stable SOV language may use prenomi-
nal relative clauses, postpositions and/or case suf-
fixes. The trend was less clear for SVO languages,
but those characterized by heavy use of prefixes
were stable too. Interestingly, Feature 85A (Or-
der of Adposition and Noun Phrase) had two posi-
tively weighted values: Prepositions and No
adpositions. We speculate that SVO order
is suitable for analytic languages that rely heav-
ily on word ordering to encode syntactic structure
(e.g., English and languages of Mainland South-
east Asia) but is not necessarily so for languages
with rich morphological devices for marking syn-

Weight Explanatory variable (feature: value)
0.01797 4A Voicing in Plosives and Fricatives: In

both plosives and fricatives
0.01403 33A Coding of Nominal Plurality: Plural

prefix
0.01095 85A Order of Adposition and Noun Phrase:

Prepositions
0.00995 92A Position of Polar Question Particles:

Final
0.00856 85A Order of Adposition and Noun Phrase:

No adpositions
0.00670 26A Prefixing vs. Suffixing in Inflectional

Morphology: Strong prefixing
−0.01401 87A Order of Adjective and Noun: No dom-

inant order
−0.01440 87A Order of Adjective and Noun:

Adjective-Noun
−0.01974 57A Position of Pronominal Possessive Af-

fixes: Possessive suffixes
−0.03226 51A Position of Case Affixes: Case suffixes

Table 3: Regression analysis of variability for SVO.
10 among 52 variables are shown.

Prob. Language Family Aff.
0.854 Fyam Atlantic-Congo WS
0.828 Younuo Bunu Hmong-Mien LA
0.825 Czech Indo-European WS
0.825 Tetum Austronesian LA
0.824 Stieng Austroasiatic LA
0.824 Alune Austronesian EQ
0.822 Berom Atlantic-Congo SP
0.822 Paulohi Austronesian EQ
0.821 South-Central Kikongo Atlantic-Congo SP
0.820 Abun (isolate) LA

Table 4: Some of the most stable SVO languages
with the values of the affixation feature (Dryer,
2013c). The first column indicates the probabil-
ities of keeping the SVO order after 2,000 years.
Names of languages and language families are
taken from Glottolog. The values of the affixation
feature are EQ (Equal prefixing and suffixing), LA
(Little affixation), SP (Strong prefixing), and WS
(Weakly suffixing).

tactic structure so that word ordering can relatively
freely convey information structure.

4.4 Language-Specific Analysis
In Section 4.3, we suggested that stable SVO lan-
guages do not form a coherent group but can be
grouped into at least two clusters. This can be con-
firmed in Table 4, where most of the most stable
SVO languages exhibit either (1) little affixation
or (2) strong prefixation. To analyze these lan-
guages in detail, we performed language-specific
simulations. We chose Tetum and South-Central
Kikongo as the examples of analytic and strongly
prefixing languages, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the word order probabilities of
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Figure 5: Simulated evolution of Tetum BWO.
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Figure 6: Simulated evolution of South-Central
Kikongo BWO.

Tetum as a function of time. For each time t,
we performed simulation 500 times for each of
the 50 samples and took the average of the BWO
probability vectors, θl′,f(n,1), · · · , θl′,f(n,Fn). Ac-
cording to our analysis, Tetum will remain SVO
with a probability of 81.1% at t = 2,000. SVO
was followed by SOV (8.4%) and No dominant
order (5.3%).

What will the Austronesian language of East
Timor look like in the future, if it switches to SOV?
To answer this question, we performed regression
analysis again with t = 2,000. For each word or-
der i, the target variable was θl′,f(n,i) of each sam-
ple of simulated language l′ whereas explanatory
variables were the items of the probability vec-
tor θl′,∗. In other words, we aimed at finding out
features that were characteristic of the specified
word order. As before, we removed surface fea-
tures with trivial dependencies on the BWO fea-
ture (Takamura et al., 2016) as well as the BWO
feature itself.

Table 5 shows the result of regression analy-
sis. If the relatively analytic language switches
to SOV, Tetum will be characterized by a holis-
tic reconfiguration. It is likely to develop suf-
fixes and to replace prepositions with postposi-

Weight Explanatory variable (feature: value)
0.1256 85A Order of Adposition and Noun Phrase:

Postpositions
0.1086 16A Weight Factors in Weight-Sensitive Stress

Systems: Coda consonant
0.0687 69A Position of Tense-Aspect Affixes: Tense-

aspect suffixes
0.0552 35A Plurality in Independent Personal Pro-

nouns: Number-indifferent pronouns
0.0518 2A Vowel Quality Inventories: Large (7-14)
0.0506 122A Relativization on Subjects: Non-

reduction

Table 5: Regression analysis of the Tetum chang-
ing to SOV order. Top 6 out of 262 variables.

Weight Explanatory variable (feature: value)
0.1048 15A Weight-Sensitive Stress: Left-oriented:

One of the first three
0.0940 85A Order of Adposition and Noun Phrase:

Postpositions
0.0821 16A Weight Factors in Weight-Sensitive Stress

Systems: Coda consonant
0.0715 7A Glottalized Consonants: Ejectives, implo-

sives, and glottalized resonants
0.0661 100A Alignment of Verbal Person Marking:

Accusative
0.0636 64A Nominal and Verbal Conjunction: Both

expressed by juxtaposition

Table 6: Regression analysis of the South-Central
Kikongo changing to SOV order. Top 6 out of 408
variables.

tions. South-Central Kikongo is analyzed in the
same manner, as shown in Figure 6 and Table 6.
The Bantu language of Africa is markedly differ-
ent from Tetum as it is characterized by a higher
tendency to switch to No dominant order.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new framework of
latent representation-based analysis of diachronic
typology, which enables us to investigate corre-
lated evolution of multiple surface features in an
exploratory manner. We focused on the order
of subject, object and verb as a proof-of-concept
demonstration, but investigating other features
would be fruitful too. We analyzed the estimated
model parameters with simulation experiments. In
the future, we would like to investigate the inferred
trees in detail.10 The source code is publicly avail-
able at https://github.com/murawaki/
lattyp.
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